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ABSTRACT

An equation of state model, including the solid to liquid and

liquid to vapor phase transitions, has been developed. It is

applicable for materials which usually melt, rather than subli-

mate, and whose vapor consists of atomic species. The parameters

appearing in the formulation are completely determined from a

limited amount of data which, for many materials, is currently

available. A computer program which gives the pressure as a

function of volume and internal energy has been written and used

to obtain numerical results for aluminum, titanium, and beryllium.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

SYMBOL MEANING

A Constant in Raoult vapor pressure equation

A(T) Coefficient in vapor EOS

a(t) A(T) reduced

A'(T) Coefficient in vapor EOS
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B Constant in Raoult vapor pressure equation

B Coefficient in vapor EOS
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Z Average specific heat

c Coefficient in reduced liquid density equation
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k Boltzmann constant
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0

k2 Constant in vapor EOS

k Constant in vapor EOS2

M Atomic weight

N Avagadros number

P Pressure

p Reduced pressure

R Gas constant

S Coefficient in solid EOS

T Temperature
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t Reduced temperature

V volume
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Z Compressibility factor

O Slope of reduced vapor pressure curve at the critical point

Constant in reduced vapor pressure equation

ofR Slope of v.p. curve from Riedel formula

a Volume coefficient of thermal expansionv

Parameter in vapor EOS

A Denotes a difference of quantities

Strain

"Energy of ith electronic level

0

V Poisson's Ratio

p Density

p Reduced density

o Stress

SUBSCRIPTS MEANING

B Normal boiling temperature

c Critical value

e Electronic contribution

Liquid

M Normal melting temperature
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SECriON 1

INTRODUCrION

The problenm of stress wave g.ne raLioll alld propagat i on resulti ng from the

deposiLion of a relatively large amount ol enaergy In in very short tLivi

has been of conside rable Interest for over fou rtyeln years. Va rti cus

numerical techniques have been developed for solving the coupled set of

hydrodynamic equations with a high-speed digital computer. Numerous

versions of a one-dimensional hydrodynamic code, generally ieferred to

as PUFF, have evolved and there has beea a continuing effort to improve

their capability for accurately predicting the properties of the ensuing

stress wave and its effect on various materials. One objective of the

DASA sponsored PREDIX Program (formerly referred to as the SUPERPUFF

Program) has been to provide better InputL information for such a computer

code.

While the basic one-dimensional hydrodynamic equations are relatively

simple, the accuracy of the results of any numerical computation is no
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better than that with which one can describe the enermv deoosition proveas

and the equation oi state for the material of interest. Thi3 report

suimmarizes the results of an investigation pertaining to the equation of

state problem.

The simplest equation cf state which describes the solid phase for small

strains and loi, energy densities is the fa..lillar llooke's Law with an

added thermal expansion term. A more detailed equation is one which

fares a modified form of this equation into the perfect gas equation at

low mass densities and high energy densities. While such an equation

covers the full range of densities and energies it masks all details

of the :,olid-linuid and liquid-vapor phase transitions. Nore recently,

an equation of state for aluminum, in tabular form, has been developed

by Shock Hydrodynamics, Inc. 1,2 'This equation of state is a modification

of the McCloskey equation of state in which the liquid-vapor phase transi-

tion is treated in some detail. While this feature is retained in the

present formulaLion the empirical procedures for describinL the liquid

phase are quite different.

The equation of state as visualized for this study i- depicted in Figures

l.la and l.lb for a material which expands on melting. It is convenient

to think in terms of the thermodynamic variables of pressure, volume,

and temperature. Eventually the internal energy will be introduced to

replace the temperature.
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A P-T phase diagram showing the solid, liquid, and vapor phases separated

by lines along which phase transitions occur is shown in Figure l.la.

PinL C is the critical point represented by the critical pressure P
C

critical volume Vc, and critical temperature To, while point A is the

triple point where all three phases can exist in equilibrium. The phase

transition lines become mixed phase regions in the P-V diagram of Figure

l.lb. One might expect the solid-liquid region to have a top, as does

the liquid-vapor region, but none has ever been observed.

An equation of state as shown in Figure 1.1 is an equilibrium situation

and hence equilibrium is assumed throughout. Rate effects can be

included in the equation of state for the solid phase without affecting

the rest of the development. Furthermore, the pressure of Figure 1.1

is a hydrostatic pressure, equal in all directions. For one-dimensional

stress wave propagation in materials which can support shears the stress

normal to the direction of propagation is different from that in the

direction of propagation. This problem, which arises only in the solid

phase, will be considered at the appropriate time.

The equation of state depicted in Figure 1.1 does not allow for negative

pressures in the solid phase, and the solid sublimates at sufficiently

low pressure. For the materials considered, however, the available data

indicates that the triple point pressure, if a triple point exists, is

many orders of magnitude below one atmosphere. Hence it is assumed that

the prcssure at point A can be taken as zero and therefore the sublimation

region is neglected. Furthermore, the melting line AB is extremely steep
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so the temperature at point A can be taken eaual to the normal meltin2

temperature. The resulting modified equation of state is shown in

Figure 1.2. Negative pressures in the solid phase are now possible for

temperatures less than the normal melting temperature or for internal

energies less than that at which the material begins to melt. This

simplification does not apply, of course, to materials like carbon which

normally sublimate.

The problem then is to determine parameters for the equation of state of

Figure 1.2 for materiais of interest. Unfortunately, the amount of data

for most materials is quite limited and one is forced to make numerous

assumptions. An attempt is made, however, to keep the formulation some-

what flexible so that any additional data w.hich might become available

can be included to refine the parameters.

Section 2 summarizes the available data, not only for the materials

considered in the study, but also for other materials where experimental

measurements around the critical point have been made. This enables one

to retain certain qualitative features of an equation of state where

data is known but also indicates marked differences between different

types of materials.

The bulk of the effort is contained in Section 3 where analytical expressions

for various regions of the PV diagram are developed. The liquid phase is

the mo:zt difficult to describe and the procedure taken is to approach it

both from the vapor phase through the vapor-liquid transition region

and from the solid phase through the solid-liquid transition region. in
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the process of developing the analytical expressions, a possible procedure

for determ.Ining the necessary prre• .or frwn A I~mited amount of data

is outlined.

Section 4 describes an equation of state subroutine which, given a volume

V and an energy E, determines the pressure P. An initial calculation

determines the required parameters from relatively simple itput data.

"The results of some calculations using this subroutine are given in

Section 5 for aluminum, titanium and beryllium. Tsoenergy curves and

adiabats have been determined to check out the subroutine.
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SECTION 2

DATA

The amount of data for various materials is quite extensive fur those

which are vapors under normal conditions or become vapors at very low

temperatures, rather complete for materials such as mercury and the alkali

metals which vaporize at rcasonable temperatures, and very limited for

metals whose boiling temperatures are quite high. This section sum-

marizes some of the data which is useful as a guideline in the subsequent

development. The more pertinent data is plotted in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.

2.1 MATERIALS WITH LOW BOILING TEMPERATURES

The data for materials which are vapors under normal conditions and those

which boil at very low temperatures have been analyzed in detail by

Hirschfelder, et. al. 3 ' 4 ' 5  These include the noble gases, hydrocarbons,

and the highly polar substances, water and ammonia. Data exists for rather

wide ranges of temperature, density, and pressure both below and above the

critical point values. The result of the analysis is a generalized
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etqiati on tit 5LatL, contalning relaLively few pa ramieter s, for Lihe vapor,

liquid, and mixed phasus.

An importanL parameter whic.1h appears throughout is the critical comprenal-

hiliLty factor Z defined by
C

Z 1 1 V /R T (2.1)C C C C2

where P c, V , and T arce the critical pressure, molar volume, and tempera-

ture, respectively. R is the molar gas constant. Typical values of z7

for these materials are:

Substance Z c

Noble gases 0.29-0.30

Light hydrocarbons 0.27

Water 0.23

While substances which vaporize at high temperatures do not fall Into

the same regime as those analyzed by Hirschfelder, et. al, several of

the analytical forms proposed by them have been retained to describe the

vapor phase and the liquid-vapor mixed phase.

2.2 MERCURY

Data on the thermodynamic properties of mercury are more complete and

probably more accurate than for any other metal. Measurements of the
6,78

vapor pressure and the saturated liquid and vapor densities8 have been

made to very near the critical point. On the basis of these data, the

critical parameters are estimated9 to be
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T - 1733 °K P - 1587 atm

S- 4.7 gm/cc 0.48

By assuming a principlLe of corresponding states, that the vaporization

entropy of various liquids s: equal at: corresponding temperatures, Grosse9

also estimates the critical temperat',res for other materials. This idea

is retained, but some weighL is c).,o given to the data for the alkali

metals.

2.3 ALKALI METALS

The vapor pressures of the alkali metals have been measured up to 100 psi 10

and the data .i1 this low temperature, low pressure range can he fit with a

Raoul L relation (of the form

log P = A - B/1'. (2.2)

The constants A and B are given in '[able 2.1, when the temperature is in

degrees Kelvin and the pressure Is in atmospheres.

Table 2.1: Vapor Pressure Constants for the Alkali Metals

Element A B

Na 4.52172 5220.42

K 4.09537 4205.78

Rb 4.04261 3880.020

Cs .3.941504 3702.814

11
Dillon, et. al. have measured the s,1-,uration densities of both liquid

and vapor up to near the critical point and from this data they estimate

the critical properties of the alkali metals. The critical parameters
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are listed in Table 2.2.

table 2.2: Critical Parameters for the Alkali Metals.

A•Omic Boili 4I1 Cr~tCca. Critical CritCer rtp 1R hi Iittv
Elemnt t Tmp. °K)l'tn~l• L•K D '!siLy ( ATn1/cc) Press.a(atni) lcc

Na 22.99 1183 2573 + 150 0.206 + 0.041 350 0.20 + 0.12

K .39.10 1039 2223 + 330 0.194 + 0.037 160 0.21 + 0.13

Rb 85.47 974 2093 + 35 0.346 + 0.009 157 0.22 + 0.02

Cs 132.90 958 2057 + 4t1 0.428 + 0.012 145 0.25 + 0.02

Estimated Error + 20'..

The values shown were taken from their table and there is no explanation

for slight discrepancies which appear. In the following it is assumed that

the critical tempe-ratures and densities are correct.

This data can now be used to construct curves of vaporization entropy as

a function of the reduced temperature, t -T/Tc, at least for the lower

temperatures, in the following manner. The Clapeyron equation for the

slope of the vapor pressure curve is

dP AH
dcT T(Vv - V2

where t.H is the latent molar heat of vaporization at the temperature T and

pressure P, V is the molar volume of the saturated vapor, and V is the

molar volume of the saturated liquid. At low temperatures, Vv >> V., and

it is further assumed that Vv is that for an ideal gas. Hence

V V V K RT/P. (2.4)
v ~. v
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The vaporization entreiny 1- then

A~RRB __

P ;_ ., RT (2.302t -) 2.3026 9 . .302 (2.5)T 57 T dT "t r

where use has been made of Eq. (2.2) to evaluate the derivative. This

function Is plotted in Figure 2.1, using the values of 15 and Tc from

Tables 2.1 and 2.2. Also shown in 1`1yure 2.1 are experimental values for

9 9
Hig and a range of values for the low boiling temperature substances.

This figure will be used to estimate the critical temperatures for other

meta Is.

Another quantity of interest is the reduced saturated liquid density as

a function of the reduced temperature. '[his is plotted In Figure 2.2. In

addition to the alkalI metal data, some llg data points and a range of

values for hydrocarbons are also shown. Hirschfelder3 suggests that the

data for a given material can be fit with the empirical form

1/3
Q - 1 + c (l-t) + d (1-t), (2.6)

where p2 i the reduced density and t is the reduced temperature. The

alkali metal data can all be fit with the same curve with c = 1.8 and d 1.75.

This function is also shown in Figure 2.2.

2.4 ALUNINUM, TITANIUM AND BERYLLIUM

There is no direct data available at high temperatures and pressures for

aluminum, titanium and beryllium. This information must be derived from

other data which is at hand. Table 2.3 indicates tile type of information

which is usually available for the metals and lists values for the three

metals being considered.
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Table 2.3. Data for Aluminum, titanium and IBeryllium

Mo-a ! --= n ______t__Z___._____U_ .. A

Atomic Weight (gm/mole) 26.98 47.90 9.013

Solid:

Normal Denlsity (gm/cc) 2.71 4.5 1.85

C (kbar) 1 772.0 1016 1203

D (kbar) 12  490.8 '22.2 821.2

S (kbar)12 607.6 -568.5 -379.0

C (kbar/cal/gm) 0.2384 0.2044 0.08938

Poisson's Ratio 1/3

Solid to Liquid:

helting Temperature (OK) 13 932 1950 1556

Solid Enthalpy (kcal/mole)1 3  4.291 13.390 7.910

Liquid Enthalpy (kcal/mole)1 3  6.838 17.094 10.714

Vapor Enthalpy (kcal/mole) 1 3  81.177 121.274 84.504

Heat of Fusion (kcal/mole) 2.547 3.704 2.798

Solid Density (gm/cc) 2.53714 (4.25) 1.80815 (1.73)

14 15
Liquid Density (gm/cc) 2.38014 (3.9,; 1.690 (1.62)

Slope of PT Curve (atm/ 0 K) 161 K' 213 (210)

Liquid to Vapor:

Boiling Temperature (OK) 13 2736 3550 2757

Liquid Enthalpy (kcal/mole) 1 3  19.466 29.894 19.342

Vapor Enthalpy (kcal/mole) 1 3  90. 149 132.348 90.477

Heat of Vaporization (kcal/mole) 70.683 102.454 71. 135

Liquid Density (gm/cc) 1.92 (2.07) (3.65) 1.55115 (1.47)

Vaporization Entropy (cal/mole/ 0 K) 25.83 28.86 25.80
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It is assumed that an analytical form of the equation of -tite for the solid

exists, i.e., pressure as a function of density p and internal energy E.

Various roetm, htve been proposed but, fur the purpose uf thb.• dblusioi,,

it i.s take I LO be12

P(P,E) = C4 + Dt2 - S 3 + G 7) E. (2.7)

S0/0o, 0 0 being the normal density, and P = 7 - 1. The internal energy

is referenced relative to normal density and room temperature. The values

12
for the coefficients uere taken from the RADS report. Analytical forms

different from that given in Eq. (2.7) cai be handled with no more difficulty

by making minor changes in the computer program described later.

For many metals there is a solid phase change and this should be included

in the solid equation of state. In this case it is necessary to have an

expression for the material at high internal energies, around the energy at

which it begins to melt, in order to describe the melting process.

The solid-to-liquid and liquid-to-vapor phase transitions are described by

values of certain thermodynamic quantities at the normal melting temperature

and normal boiling temperature, respectively. In particular, it is assumed

that the values of the enthalpy at these temperatures, as indicated in the

following diagram, are known. Vapor

, . Heat of
lid HVaporizetion

Solid Beat of Fusion

T0 TM TB
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This is just the information tihat one has frequently used to arrive it a

total &enerev nf viancorl v~ariIn. Thoa ts4
,an t It.r, 1.... 14wl-ma 4m' T-61- I,. 'a

were taken from the JANAF Tables.1
3

in some cases values of the solid and liquid densities at the melting

temperature have been measured, if so, they can be used as input data.

There is, however, a consistency condition that the solid equation of

state evaluated at the solid density and the energy at which the solid

begins to melt yield zero pressure.

In the case of aluminum, the solid density has been assumed to be correct

requiring the internal energy at the melting temperature to be increased

by 1.44 kcal/mole (53.52 cal/gm). All other internal energies are in-

creased accordingly, retaining the indicated heats of fusion and vapori-

zation which L, & Laken to be correct.

For titanium, these densities have not been measured and hence it has

been assumed that the solid internal energy at the melting temperature

(equal to the enthalpy since the pressure is taken to be zero) is correct.

The solid density is then found to be 4.25 gm/cc, given in parenthesis.

The liquid density has been taken equal to 6.5,7 less than the solid density.

This is consistent with the density decrease for other materials where

data is available.

Beryllium is unique in that at a temperature of 1250 C the crystal structure

changes from a hcp to a bec form with a corresponding increase in density

15
of 4.8%. The hcp form has a density of 1.725 gm/cc while the bce form
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has a density of 1.808. This accounts for the relatively high solid

density given in the table. If this density is used, the solid internal

energy must be decreased by 5.142 kcal/mole (570.5 cal/gm). The value

of 1.73 gm/cc, given in parenthesis, is obtained by assuming the solid

internal energy is correct. The liquid density is again taken to be

6.5X° less than the solid density. There are discrepancies of about 4.3-4

in the two sets of values.

The slope of the P-T melting curve can be evaluated from the Clapeyron

equation,

dP AH
dT T(V - V) (2.8)

where AH, the heat of fusion, is equal to the difference in the liquid

and solid enthalpies. Calculated values for this slope are given in

Table 2.3. Note that they are extremely steep (-- 100-200 atm/ 0 K). Hence,

going from one atmosphere pressure to zero pressure changes the melting

temperature by less than a hundredth of a degree and the melting tempera-

ture values given are certainly valid at zero pressure.

The liquid density at the boiling temperature is known for some materials,

or can be estimated by extrapolating liquid density data above the melting

temperature. This information has not been used, however, and the values

given in parenthesis are those obtained by the procedure to be outlined

later. in the case of aluminum the discrepancy is about 8%, but then the

density value of 1.92 gm/cc is highly questionable. It is less for

beryllium.
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Values for the vaporization entiropy, equal to the heat of vaporization

divided by the boiling temperature, are also given.

At this point the critical temperatures can be estimated. It is assumed

that, for the metals, the vaporization entropies at tile normal boiling

temperatures fall in the range defined by the alkali metals. Hence,

from Figure 2.1, reasonable values of the critical temperatures are

80000 K, ll,b 0 K, and 8000"K for aluminum, titanium, and beryllium, res-

pectively. This procedure effectively says that the critical temperaLurc

for a metal is proportional to its heat of vaporization at the boiling

temperature and an approximate formula Is

TC ("K) ý_. 113 11B (kcal/mole). (2.9)

if one side or the other of the alkali range is chosen, instead of the

center, the critical temperatures can vary by + 500 0 K from the above

values.

The lack of high temperature data makes it difficult to check the

assumptions made in developing an equation of state formulation. Appendix A

describes a laser deposition, Inertial confinement, experiment, suggested

by the qualitative results of this study, which might prcvide some of

this high temperature information.
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SECTION 3

EQUATION OF STATE

This section suggests various analytical forms for the thermodynamic

variables in different regions of the phase diagram. As has already been

mentioned, the liquid region seems to be the most difficult to treat.

The procedure adopted is to approach it both from the vapor phase at very

low densities and from the solid phase at nearly normal densities. In

view of the lack of data, it is necessary to make numerous assumptions.

The formulation which is developed should be refined to incorporate

any new data.

2.1 VAPOR PHASE

The general formulation of Hirschfelder, et. al. 3,4,5 for describing

the vapor phases of the noble gases and hydrocarbons is retained. In

this formulation the proposed equation of state for the vapor is a genera-

lization of the van der Waals equation and can be written

(P + A(T)/V2 + A'(T)/V 3) (V-B+B'/V) = RT. (3.1)
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Hence, van der Waals' constant A, related to the energy of attraction

between molecules, is replaced by A(T) + A'(T)/V, a function of both

temperatUVC doJ ,- vlu1,t, and Lhe constant B, related to the excluded

volume occupied by the molecules, is replaced by B - B'/ý, B and B' being

constants.

It is convenient to write Eq. (3.1) in terms of reduced variables,

p a P/P ,v - V/Vc, and t =-T/T by dividing by

PcV C Z RTC. (3.2)

TVhe i

(p + a(t)v2 + a'(t)/v 3 )(v-b+b'/v) m •~ t (3.3)

c
where

a(t) - A(T)/Pc Vc 2 , a'(t) = A'(T)/PcVc3, b = B/Vc, b' = B/V2. (3.4)

Eq. (3.3) can be solved for p in terms of t and the reduced density,

P - l/v,

P - Pt/Z c(l-bp + b'p 2 ) -a(t)p 2 
- a'(t)p3. (3.5)

A connection between tile various parameters of Eq. '3.5) is obtained by

the requirement that the first and second partial derivaties of p with

respect to p vanish at the critical point, p = p t = 1. Assuming for

the moment that a'(1) 2 0, this gives

a(l) =

b = (3s 2 -6ý - 1)/3 (38 - 1) (3.6a)

b' (. - 3)/(35 -0).
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where a is a new parameter introduced for convenience and uniquely related

to Z by

3
Z = P V /RT = c (38 - 1)/( + 1) 0(.6b)C CCG C

i 3, Z = 0.375, a = 3, b 1/3, b' = 0, with a' 0, corresponds toC

the original van der Waals equation.

It should be noted here that Eq. (3.6b) indicates a maximum value for

Z of 0.3790 occurring when 8 = 2.535. Hence there is this restriction
C

in using the form of Eq. (3.1). Typical values of S as a function of Z
C

are given in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Parameter S as a Function of Z
C

z z

0.23 9.24 0.28 6.71

0.24 8.65 0.29 6.30

0.25 8.12 0.30 5.90

0.26 7.62 0.31 5.52

0.27 7.15 0.32 5.51

The temperature dependent forms suggested for a(t) and a'(t) are

a(t) = k + (5-ko)/t = k + kl/t
0 0 (3.7)

a'(t) = 1 (1 - k + 26 - ct)(t - l/t) = k (t - I/t).
2 0 2

k is an adjustable constant and llirschfelder, et. al. use the value of
a

5.5 throughout their calculations. They point out, however, that a value

of 4.71 might give a better fit to the noble gas. s and hydrocarbon data.
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Since typical Z values for the metals seem to be around 0.31, and since a

better value for k is not known, it has arbitrarily been taken equal to

for obtaining the results of Section 5. a is a parameter discussed in the

next section and, for the present, it is sufficient to note that ýp/At

evaluated at the critical point is equal to a.

The internal energy E in the vapor phase can be derived from the thermodynamic

relationship

7_T= TK) P (3.8)

In terms of reduced variables this differential equation becomes

Z ZRTLKR.j (3.9)/ t c cL

The internal energy is now found by integrating along an isotherm from in-

finite volume or zero density,

E(v or p,t) - E°(T) - ZRT t p dv(3.10)

- ~ ~ ~ t Z RT [ (n 1 ZR [-(ko + 2k,/t)p + k2 P /tj

E 0(T) is the internal energy of the completely separated molecules at the

temperature in question and an analytical expression for it is required.

For the present it is assumed that the vanor at zero density is an ideal

monatomic gas and that there are only translational and electronic contri-

butions to the internal energy. The contribution due to translation is

quite simple and

t(T) - -RT. (3.11)
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There is also a conLrlbution from electronic excitation at the higher

temperatures and this is given by

kT
i g1i ',t

E (T) N 
(z. 12)

e ki'

th
9t is the statistical weight of the I energy level, or group of levels

with approximately the same- energy, and C, is the corresponding energy.

This internal energy contribution is for one mole when N = 6.02338 x 102 3 /

mole, Avagadro's number. Energy conversion factors are required to give

specific units for the Internal energy. A set of multiplcities and

electronic levels for aluminum are given in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Nultiplicities and Electronic l.evels Cor Aluminum.

gt ei(ev) i( K) gi . 1 (Cv) ":(_K)

2 0 0 6 4.9932 57950

4 0.0139 161 14 5.1226 59452

2 3.1426 36472 12 5.2319 60719

12 3.6078 41870 20 5.4054 62734

16 4.0541 47050 18 5.0583 63928

2 4.6726 54229 84 5.7191 66374

10 4.8265 56014 1NIT 5,9855 69466

The internal energy for an ideal monatomic gas is then

Eo(T) E + E + E () (3.13)
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where E im a reference energy at ( K. l'ids is evenul),-ly chosen It

give zero internal energy for Lthe solid at normal density and room tempera-

LUre.

In princi pie Fqs. L l-3. 13) could be used to determine Lthe internal

cnergy for an idealI gas. It is rather complicated and,* in view of ot her

uncertainties in the formulati on, it seems that a simplified expression

night suf fice. There are various possibi lities but the one used assumes

that the entha Ipy of an ideal gas can be approximated by a linear functi on

of the temperature Whose ';lop0 is determined by thcý enthalpies at the

wrelting and bol hog temperatures. llen-ýe

11"(T) = U + " ,'1 (3. 14)

where thle effective specific heat is

v B v M

CY = ')-R =F+C' (3. 15)

arhe expression for th(itenl neg of an ideal gas is then(315

beryliumrespectively. One advantage oE this linear form is that

Eq. (3. 10) can be soled for L once F and .are given.

Eqs. (3.5), (3.10), and (3.16) now represent the equation of state for

the vapor phase g;iving pressure and internal energy as functions of the

density and temperature. They are u-.ed up to the vapor-liquid mixed

plia~zt envelope for t < 1 and up to the critical density for t ;> 1.



9 APAU-1.110117n M1';Pr) PHASK.

In order to describe the vapor-liquid mixed phase region, it is necessary

to have an expression for the vapor pressure as a function of the tempera-

ture. Over a rather limited range of temperatures the Racult relation

has trequenLly beeni used and the vapor pressure equation is of the form

ýn P ý A - BIT. (3.17)

While this torm may be sufficiently good, a somewhat more general form has

been adopted.

A starting point for developing this more general form is the Clapeyron

equati on,

d..P (3. 18
dT Y(V -V,),

vx

where the subscripts v and I rcfer to the vapor and liquid phases res-

pectively. LH is the heat of vaporization at the temperature T. At the

lower temperatures the vapor volume is much larger than the liquid volume

and nearly given by that for an ideal gas. Hence

Vv = Vk • Vv RT/P. (3.19)

Furthermore the heat of vaporization at these low temperatures is approxi-

mately given by

I 1 , lB + ,C (T-TB), (3.20)

where .,C is the difference in specific heats at constant pressure for the

vapor and liquid and the subscript B deaotes the normal boiling tempera-

ture. To the same approximatioui used in the previous section the vapor
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•peciti¢ heat is given by Eq. (1. 15) and the liquid specific heat is given

by

Cb (,) - H, (TM) 3.21)
I - M"3.3

I'.qs. (3.19) and (3.20) make it possible Lo Integrate Eq. (J.18) with

the result that
___All _ = FT• • 1 1 /C T1

L- - ,--j +--- C n c- 3.2213B R LT I, R T17 - '-

Ideally Ph1 the pressure at the normal boivling temperature TB, Is one

atmosphere but this condition is relaxed somewhat.

It is convenient Lo express Eq. (3.22) in terms of reduced variables and

then it can be written

in p ($-1) (1-l/t) + 1n t, (j.23)

where o and a, are dimensionless parameters defined by

AH8 + ý C (T F
B= R'- ' L = (3.24)

Eq. (3.23) is now assumed to hold throughout the temperature range t I

with c and oil given by Eq. (3.24). o is the same quantity appearing in

Eq. (3.7) and it is the slope of thO reduced vapor pressure curve evalu-

ated at the critical point. Using the critical temperatures deduced in

Section 2.4, values of Y for aluminum, titanium and beryllium are 3.78,

4.08 and 3.74, respectively.

In principle, one could assume a normal boiling pressure of one atmosphere

and, knowing a critical temperature, determine the critical pressure from
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Eq. (3.22). There is the possibility of considerable error In doing this,

however, due to the rapid variation of pressure with tetnperature and the

uncertainty in the vapor pressure curve around the critical point. There-

fore an alternative approach which first determines the less sensitive

parameter Z has been used.c

Hirschfelder, et. al., use a form for the reduced vapor pressure suggested

by Riedel,

;,n p = airn t - 0.0838 ( - 3.75) 3 -5 - to + 42 in t). (3.25)
RR - L

R is the slope of this vapor pressure curve at the critical point and is

the only parameter appearing. Hence, if one used this form he would be

inclined to choose ciR to saLisfy the Clapeyron equation at the boiling

temperature. Eq. (3. 19) is valid heve and hence

I 1p Hli (3.26)p, dt ItmtB RT c t 2

13 B

determines oR' In addition to Eq. (3.25), Riedel suggests a relationship

between oR and the critical compressibility factor Z given by

Z 1 3.72 + 0.26 (a,- 7 j . (3.27)

While this procedure for determining Z is questionable, since Eqs. (3.25)c

and (3.27) are based on hydrocarbon data, it does give reasonable values

around 0.307 for the three metals being considered.

The vapor side of the vaporization envelope is now determined by setting

the equation for the pressure of the vapor, Eq. (3.5), equal to the vapor
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pressure, Eq. (3.23), and solving for the vapor density 0 as a function

of t < 1,

Uvtl bv' Lv C - )-a) + exo ()-l)(1-1/t) +-- , n t (3.28)

In this equation, all variables are reduced. There is always a solution

since the form of the equation for the pressure of the vapor was chosen such

that %p/.t = ol at the critical poi~it. This ensures that, for a given

t < 1, the vapor pressure is less than the first peak in the modified

van der Waals equation for the pressure of the vapor. The internal

energy E V(t) along this envelope is then found from Eq. (3.10).

"The liquid side of the vaporization envelope must be determined independently

and the form suggested by llirschfelder, et. al. , is retained for doing

this. Elhis assumes that the reduced liquid density p, can be adequately

represented by

1/3

pI(t) = 1 + c(1-t) + d (I-U) (3.29)

where c and d are constants for a particular material. The internal

energy along the liquid side of the envelope is determined from its value

on the vapor side and the Clapeyron equation, Eq. (3.18). In terms of

reduced variables,

d (t) H H 1v- Ev E + P- -(3
dt Z RE t(v-v Z RT t(v -v ) t j, .30)c c (v'Ve) c c v 2

and

E(t) = Ev(t) - RT (v -v )t Ldp(t) p (3.31)
c c v I dt tj(3.)

= E (t) - cRT v (v-v) p(t) f.-U L/t + C,
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Hence, the internal energy, pressure, and density are known on the liquid

side of the saturation envelope.

In the vapor-liquid mixed phase region it is convenient to introduce the

vapor mass fraction f and then volume V, internal energy E, and f are

related through the temperature t by

V - f V (t) + (1 - f) V (t) (3.32a)vi

E = f E (t) + (1-f) E (t) (3.32b)

in general one wishes to determine P(V,E) and the coupled set of equations

for doing this are Eqs. (3.10) (with Eq. (3.16)), (3.23), (3.28), (3.29),

(3.31), (3.32a), and (3.32b). These equations involve the 7 variables

t, p(t), v (t), v (t), f(t), E (t), and E,(t).

Two of the critical parameters, p¢ and Pc' remain undetermined. In the

overall equation of state as visualized, Figure 1.2, it is necessary to

join the vapor-liquid and solid-liquid mixed phase regions at zero pressure.

Doing this serves to determine the critical density pc. Eq. (3.29)

evaluated at the reduced melting temperature is

PL (TN) =c [ + c (1 - + d (1 - t+) ], (3.33)

where the densities here are actual densities, and this can be solved for

PC. c and d are not generally known for the metals and In all numerical

work it has been assumed that the values c = 1.8, d ý 1.75, appropriate

for the alkali metals, also apply for aluminum, titanium and beryllium.

This gives critical densities of 0.557, 0.958, 0.396 gm/.c, respectively.
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[he beryllium valuue of 0. 19b correspond s to the li q' id den, ;Ity value oL

l.b,2 fit. "1~iiL 2.3. ithe critical pressures are now tound trom

P - 7 RT ,'V . (3.34)
C C C C

Table 1.3 summarizes the set of critical parameters which have been deter-

mined for the three metals considered.

Table 3_3: CriLical Parameters for Aluminum, Titanium and Beryllium

Metal Aluminum Titanium Beryllium

Temperature (o K) 8000 1lbO0 8000

Density (gm/cc) 0.5569 0.9580 0.3964

Pressure (kbar) 4. 161 5.846 8.857

Compressibility Factor (Z ) 0.3071 0.3071 0.3067
C

Slope ot V.P. Curve (a) 3.775 4.068 3.745

Parameter a -1.020 -0.5428 -1. 112

Parameter :k 5. 626 5.626 5. 638

It should be noted Lhat the formulation as described doesn't give exactly

zero pressure at the melting temperature. Values obtained are 6.0 x 10

at a4 veya-i:Zad be.:::um
1.9 x 10-6 and 1.0 X 10- arm for aluminum, titanium andbrlim

respectively. Although negligible, these values have been subtr:2cted

from the calculated pressures in the vapor phase and the vapor-liquid

mixed phase to ensure zero pressure on the axis. Furthermore, the vapori-

zation envelope now terminates at a very large but finite volume rather

than tailing off to) an infinite volume.
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I
The problem of determining the critical pressure from the vapor pre.suLt&

equation has already been mentioned and by following the procedure described,

the , to-ca1led bolling temperatures, instcad of corrosponding to .e attmt,,-

phere, occur at pressures of 1.2, 0,32, and 2.8 atm for aluminum, titanium

and beryllium, respectively. The boiling temperatures at one atmosphere

are now 26940K (2736), 3852'K (3550), and 25530K (2757).

2.3 SOLID PHASE

An equation of state for the solid phase is presumably known and that which

is required for the following formulation is an equation valid around

energies where melt begins. The effect of any change in crystalline

structure in the solid phase is a separate problem which should be in-

cluded in specifying the solid equation of state. Also, in the idealized

one-dimensional propagation problem, the stress in a direction normal to

the direction of propagation is different from that in the direction of

propagation. This is briefly considered in Appendix B. For the following,

however, it is arsumed that an expression for the hydrostatic pressure,

valid at the higher energies, is known.

Various forms for the solid equation of state have been used and, in

general, they are of the form

P( 0 ,E) Cu + F(t) + G () E, (3.35)

where P = Q/ 0 and = - 1. The particular form assumed for the purpose

of making calculations is

P(p,E) C.L + + S,3 + G n E (3.36)
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with C. 1, S and ; beiig : constant s t or a parti cular material. Values for

-1 b~ * . ~ J.. 2... 'F.. 2..

A polynomial form for r(,) ir u-sally adequate for fitting the data

around normal densities buL the condition that the pressure be a mono-

tonically increaslaig functi lo of the density is often violated. This

occurs both for titanium and beryllium where the constant S has negative

Valuels. Hence the P - • isoenergy curve passes through a maximum at a

relatively high density and this poses a problem for the proposed formu-

latiou. Alternatives are to alter the solid equation of state so it is

monotonically increasing function of the density or to modify the formu-

lation. This problem is considered again in the next section.

As has already been mentioned, there is the condition that the solid den-

ity and energy at which the material begins to melt at zero pressure

must be compatible with Eq. (3.35). They cannot be independently specified

and the suggested procedure is to specify one of them and calculate the

other. Discrepancies introduced by doing this are usually not large.

These quantities will be designated by p s and ESO'

2.4 SOLID-LIQUID MIXED PHASE

The only condition which must be strictly adhered to in describing the

solid to liquid phase transition is the Clapeyron equation which, in this

case, is

d P (3.37)
dT T(V- Vs)
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LH is now the heat of fusion, in general a function of the temperature,

and subrcriptg s and I refer to the solid and liquid phases rcspectively.

In order to define the mixed phase region further, it is necessary to make

several assumptions.

It was pointed out in Section 2.4 .hat, at the normal melting temperature,

the slope of the transition curve is quite large, 100 to 200 atm/°K, for

the metals considered, it probably becomes larger at higher temperatures

but the assumption is made that it remain constant and equal to its valuc

at zero pressure. Hence, the equation for the solid to liquid transition

curve is
'I It-______

- , \, ___ (3.38)
V -V L T L :~ 'I,

to s o 0 MN

V 10 is the liquid volume, at the zero pressure melting temperature, which

is either specified or can be estimated as some reasonable fraction like

6.57 larger than the solid volume. The volume difference on melting is

denoted by AVo. The heat of fusion at zero pressure is AL1H 11 ) (T )-Hs(T M)

and this is also equal to the internal energy difference denoted by /.Eo.

A direct consequence of this assumption is obtained from Eqs. (3.37) and

(3.38), with 11 = E + PV, and

S= E,(T) - E (T) E"E s " (3.39)

IV V (T) - Vs () 'V

In other words, the ratio of the energy difference to the volume difference

between the liquid and solid at the temperature T is independent of the

temperature.
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IL haS been tobse rvd Lhdt , ;It letdsL tor the lower LemperaLtures near Lite

ntrma I me ltilng temperature, both the meltinlg entropy tjI(T)/T and the161
So IItime change V (I) are nearly consLtant. Hence, assuming Eq. (3.39) Is

corlect, the internal energy dLItfurence LEi() Is also nearly constantL

The injt inaI slopes of both the solid and liquid internal energies are

presumably known, since thuy are just the respective specific heats. Prom

the type of data avali lable the specific heat of the solid cal be deter-

mi ned from
ils ('r* )

= - S M (3.40)S 'l1, M 298

and that for the liquid is given by Eq. (3.21). It is now assumed that

Ltie average internal energy vor tile solid and liquid is linear in the

temperature with a slope given by the average specific heat at T N, Hence

E,(T). + E (T) L k ) + ; S(TMl)
-(t) s2 - •'('N' 2 + C (T'-T ). (3.41)

Suggested forms for the individual energies are

M(T) = E,+ C(T- + #j (3.42)

i Cl) + E 2+ C lj , (3.43)

where ZC is the difference in specific heats at T . Each internal energy

starts out with tile right slope and becomes linear in temperature at large

temperatures. In general /.C is quite small and hence the internal energy

difference doesn't change much for these assumed forms. Similarly AV

doesn't change much and the meltliug entropy is nearly constant.
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The density for the solid on the melting curve is obtained by equating

Eqs. (3.35) and (3.38) at the temperature T,

Ps(Ps(T), E S(T)) PCI). (3.44)

In the melting region the volume V and internal energy 1 are related

through the liquid fraction f by

V = f V + (l-f)Vs, (3.45a)

E - f E + (1-f) Es. (3.45b)

All quantities on the right of these equations are functions of the tempera-

ture T.

The coupled set of equations for finding P(V,E) in this mixed phase region

ace now Eqs. (3.38), (3.39), (3.42), (3.43), (3.44), (3.45a), and (3.45b),

involving the 7 variables T, P(T), V (T), V (T), t(j:), E (T), and E (T).

Again, the simplest iterative procedure converges rather rapidly.

Qualitatively, this formulation has the effect of bending the transition

region toward higher densities at the higher pressures. One result of this

is that a phase transition can occur at normal density for energies some-

what higher than the zero pressure values and rather high pressures. This

is illustrated in Table 3.4.
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Me t a ,'N j um i P•ut I I tLatn tum Belry I ll num

it.wrgýv- at zeIrol't;, P zI ,rc IIt. La I ' ) 213 280 8/8

I_'tivI i!\ t N"Irnt1a I Dcn. (L.v (enf I/gmi) 340 42 7 1,3603

l'ru int ur zit Noýrrita I Deiciit L(kbar) 81i 87 1210

I *Lmcraturc at Norma I IDcisi Lv ("K) 1440 2820 2 170

III ScCLi,'it 3.2 Lhe rctereinct uenrgy f,:r Lhe vapor was unde Lermined and iL

is now chose i so LIhat the 1iquid energy is equal Lo E ', all energies

being referenced to zcro energy for the solid at normal density and zero

l- ves si re.

--t1isting this 1ul 1 still furtlier , to, higher densities, pressures , an'!

energies, requires that the solid equation of state be assumed correct

under these extreme conditions. in doing this the problem mentioned in

the last section arises and if the solid isoenergy curve is not a mono-

tonically increasing function Of tie density one eventually reaches a

situation where Eq. (3.43) no longer has a solution. This limitation is

"probably not serious for the solid phase and the solid-liquid mixed phase,

where the densities are not expected to be too large, but it does prevent

one from determining the boundary of the liquid phase for high energies.

Aside from this prob lem, the propo~sed mode 1 i''mp Iete ly describes the

solid-liquid transition region and, in particular, fixes the pressure,

density and energy on the liquid side of this region.
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2.5 LIQUID PHASE

As has been mentioned, the liquid phase seems to be the most difficult

phase to describe. In principle, the equation of state fornmulation

developed to this point defines the boundaries of the liquid phase

region and determines the thermodynamic variables on these boundaries.

Any assumption made for bridging the gap is highly questionable, however.

A possible approach is to construct isotherms through the liquid region

and find the energies along the isotherms from Eq. (3.8). The proposed

formulation, however, determines the energies at the end points, along

the liquid sides of the mixed phase regions, and obtaining agreement by

this approach may be rather formidable. Since the quantity of primary

interest is internal energy, a simpler procedure is to develop empirical

expressions for curves along which it is constant.

Various expressions have been considered and, since the choice is some-

what arbitrary, there is a tendency toward simplicity as long as the

results are "reasonable."

One simple expression assumes that the pressure is a linear function of

the density for a given energy. Hence, denoting this pressure by PI(P,E),

p£ -p P£fPB PfN - •• £
PI(P,E) = P - , (3.46)

where the subscripts N and B denote the melting and boiling sides of the

liquid region, respectively. All subscripted variables are functions of

the energy E. For energies greater than that at the critical point,
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0 and 1' . PC. Pressures obtainud with this equation seem quite

A gec-nd !iimple c::res.in rrcrult, from taking the lugd*titim o[ Lhe

pressure as a linear function of the logarithm of the density. Denoting

this pressure by P'(0,1),

f. B____n_________P_,M n______PB__ 3.47
In (P f -/1PiB) L) I B ill (O .LM/-IB)Qm inp

en P.2(P,E) = n (2n.B) (347)

This gives rather reasonable pressures for the higher energies but leads

to a crossing of curves of constant energy for the lower energies, In

fact, the curve may cut down through the melting region.

A third expression, and the one included in the equation of state program,

Is obtained by taking a linear combination of the logarithms of the

presures PI and P2' Hence

in P (.,E) = F(E) In PI(p,E) + (1-F(E)) in P2 (p,E) (3.48)

where F(E) is somewhat arbitrary. Reasonable results have been obtained

by limiting it to the range 0 to I and determining it from the condition

that

PP(p, E) PkM (E)S~(3.49)
:'P p % (E) -

PIM

By choosing it this way, the curves of constant energy do not cross and,

in general, Eq. (3.46) is predominant at low energies while Eq. (3.46)

determines the pressure at high energies.
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SECTION 4

EQUATION OF STATE SUBROUTINE

An equation of state subroutine for finding the pressure P for a given

volume V and internal energy E, according to the formulation described

in the previous section, has beeii programmed and checked by using it in

two, rather simple, main programs. It has not been tested in a PUFF

hydrodynamic program. In writing this program the emphasis was placed on

obtaining a workable program rather than on efficiency and hence, there

is undoubtedly room for improvement. A listing of the subroutine is

given in Appendix C.

The required input information is given in Table 4.1. The equations

which are solved are scattered throughout Section 3 with justification

for the assumed forms. They are assembled here for clarity. The

density p and volume V are both used, depending on which is more con-

venient, and one is just the reciprocal of the other. In some instances

the reduced values are also used. A consistent set of units is implied.
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TablI 4.1: Input Information for Equation of State Subruutine.

Notation

Der:cription Uni ts Formulation Subroutine

Atomic Wuight gm/mo le M I['

Normal Decnsity gm/cc P DO
00

Critical Temperature 0K ITC C

Coefficient in Liquid Density EqUation None c CI

Coefficient in Liquid Density Equation None d DI

Parameter in Vapor EOS(a) None k° KO

Melting Temperature K TM TIK

Solid Enthalpy at T" kcal/ole 8 Cf M)

Liquid Enthalpy at 'M kcal/mole H kI ) M

Vapor Enthalpy at T kcal/mole Htv (TM) HVl

Slid Density at TM(b) gm/cc PS(TM) DSM

Liquid Density at TM(c) gm/cc pA(T) DLN

Boiling Temperature TB TBK

Liquid Enthalpy at TB kcal/mole H (T B) HLB

Vapor Enthalpy at TB kcal/mole H v(T B) HVIi

Coefficient in Solid EOS(d) khar C C

Coefficient in Solid EOS(d) kbar D D

Coefficient in Solid EOS(d) kbar S S

Coefficient in Solid EOS(d) kbar/cal/grn C

Zero (Make initial calculations) None INIT
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Legend for Table 4.1.

a. If this is zero, it is set equal to S.

b. If this is zero, it is determined from the solid EOS with E H (TM

If a value is specified the corresponding energy is determined

from the solid EOS and ill other energies are renormalized.

c. If this is zero, it is taken to be 6.57, less than the solid

density.

d. The solid EOS is assumed to be of the form given iLi Eq. (3.36).

Figuie 4.1 shows the various regions in a P-V diagram and defines

certain quantities useful in specifying the boundaries of these regions.

The complete set of equations is as follows:

Pressure Calculations

Solid Phase: -n - p/pop = - - 1.

P (p,E) = C"± + D)2 + S2 + GRE. (4.1)

Determine P = P (pE)
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P(I a ARo/_AV o tT/TI 1) (4.2a)

P(ps((T), E s(T)) = P(F) (4.2b)

E (T) -E•(T) E
I s a (4.2c)

V (T)- V (T) ýV

ECT) AC TM

E(T) E + C TN (T /'il) - 2 A(T/T 1) (4.2d)

E(T) Eso + C TM+ 2 (TM/T 1) (4.2e)

V - f (T) V (T) + I-f (T)jv (T) (4.2f)

E - f%(T) E%'fC) +[l-f 1 ('I )jE (T) (4 .2g)

Determine T, V, VS, E Es fl, P P(T).

Liquid Phase:

pF(p,E) -Pt " 4B p VB- P i ' P.i B (4.3a)

• A(E)p - B(E)

1, np (C E) n (Pim/PB) p'; o in P IM i n om n oIM/a)ALPz (im2)4.bLn P2 (0 ,E) = -n (4.I3bB

= C(E) in p-D(E)
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F(..) Pa - 1, & I/ PO C(E) -AE) ( 4 .30)

Cn Pý (,i ,E.) = F'(L) n P ,E) +p L 1L) + PI-F(oz).. ) (4.4d)

tDetermine P = P, F")

Liquid-Vapor Ni>,ud Phase: (Reduced densities)

P( L) = ex. (ot )(-lU/t ) + of n I l (4.4a)
• -J

Pv(C vt),t) = p(t) determines ý V(t) (4.4b)

(1) 1 + C (-L) 1/3 + d(I-L) (4. 4 c)

FC (L) = E + C T t - Z cR'V:(ko+ 2k,/t) pv(t) - k2 pv(L)/L ý4.4d)

E (L) = Ev(t) - ZCR''c Fv (t) Vi (t)j p (t) [(+-ci)/t + -ij (4.4c)

V = f Ct) V (t) + 1l-f (t)IV (t) (4.* )

E = fv(t) Ev(t) + [1-fv (t)j Ee(t) (4 . 4 g)

Determine t, vv, Ev, E , fv P(V,L) = P p(t) - PvoJ

Vapor-Phase: (Reduced density)

"•2 ) 3
pv(-.,t) = t/Zc(l-bý + b 2 - (k + k l/t) -2 k"(t-1'Y )p )
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E - E + C T t Z¢ RTC [(ko + 2k,/t) p k 2 p 2/tJ (4.5b)

Determine t, P Pc IPv(Ot) - Pvoj.

Calculations of Boundary Variables

Solid-Liquid Mixed Phase Region:

E < E
so

Solve Eqs. (4.2a), (4.2b) and (4.2e) with E = E, fors

V S(E) = V (T).

Eso < E E Eo

Vmax(E) E- Eso) V o + (E I-E) Vso]/(E - Eso

If V > V (E), P V O.max

Eto < E

Solve Eqs. (4.2a)-(4.2e) with L, E, for V2 N(E) -- V (1),

P m(F) = P(T).

Liquid-Vapor Mixed Phase Region:

E < Ec

Solve Eqs. (4.4a)-(4.4e) with E,, E, for V9B(E) -V cl/(t),

2 c

PB(E) -- Pc !p(t) - 7
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VO

It V "- V (I:), P .
l11a x

V (I) = V . Solve Iqs. (4.5a) and (4.5b), ith I -,
C

for (I) = 14"(1' t) -1,vJ

V V - V V4 0 C

Solve Iqs. (4.4a)-(4.4e), with pi = V c/V, for E (V) I (t).

V< %V .: V
c VO

Solve Eqs. (4.4a), (4.4b), and (4.4d), with O V " /V, for

E (V) = E (t).
v V

Calculations of Equation of State Parameters.

If S(T) M 0 E s S ('r M P (s Eso) = 0 determines pSO'f sT)<OEso s(Ts)

SO;•so= P (T)'P 5 (pso '%s) = 0 determi~nes Eso

l-o= E +11I ('1') -II (Vl)
so SO SO so so

If 0 ('L') _ O; 0.935 (A different fraction could be used.)

"0O; S, i' )

S+ (-L 1/3 + d
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,H B ii v(r B) It i (TB)

+ 0.0838 (at 3.75) (J6/t + 6t 6  B42) AH/RT t deter-

rRRB B B 42 B H/T tdtr

mines cy

zc =3.72 + 0.26 (or 7)-

P - Z RT /MS C C 'C

cp= [IIV(T1 ) - Hvr"ý)j (T 1, -'ID,) cv c p -

c = [.9(rB) -11 )(T B (1-ri B )

AC C - (c

o = FýttB + , (TC -TW w, B' ' " C

Z S(3 3-I)/(:+l) determinesC

b = (3 •2 _ 6C ý l (•-) b' - C4-3)I(3ý-1)

If k = 0, k° = ,. If k 0 0, k = ko.

k1  - IC k 1 I k+22 2 (1 - k + 20 -

Let E H (T) - C Tr =
0 v B P B c

Solve Eqs. (4.3a)-(4.3e), with L = L fr(t), PVO p(t)

E E +VE "E W(t), E (E -E") + E (t)'
0 go VO 0 V
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lhi ltu,,malz/ti,, o, energy assures• that V..° K E tL~l

E~~~~ ~ ~ ~ E N .k 'Fc o + c T- k2 j

LS

V. V

"0 .0 SO

•V =V - V

S= (T,1) ('!' - 298)

In essence the subroutine does Lhree things:

1.) The first Lime through it calculates the critical para-

meters, and other parameters appearing in the equations, from

a limited amount of input information. (This is only done

once and these calculations could be placed in the main pro-

gram.)

2.) It calculates the necessary boundaries of the various

regions of the phase diagram for the given values of the

energy E and volume V.

3). It determines which phase or mixed-phase region the

values of the volume and energy fall in und calculates the

pressare accordingly.

The checking starts witn the solid phase and works toward the vapor

phase. Hence a minimum amount of time is wasted in determining a pressure

in the solid phase.
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s ,ri tt. en, the subrout~ie give. the pressure in kbar tor the vw lume In

ccicgm and Oie energy ii cal / t"l, ! Autaitic-d by ,.-

where any designation for "Pressure", "Volume", and "Energy" in the main

program may be used.

Thc explicit form for the solid equation of state given by Eq. (4.1) has

been considered but the more general form of Eq. (3.35) only requires

reprogramming the functions F(ý, ), t;(r,), and their derivayives. These

are designated by FF(MLT), ;G(ETA), FFP(MU), and GCP(ETA) respectively.

Corresponding changes must also be made in the input.
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SECTION 5

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The equation of state subroutine described in Section 4 and lisL(! in

Appendix C has been used in two programs for the purposes of checking it

out and obtaining some numerical results for aluminum, titanium, and

beryllium. In the process of doing this, certain parameters appearing in

the formulation were extracted. These are given in Table 5.1. The critical

constants for aluminum from Ref. 2 are T = 60000 K, c - 0.590 gm/cc,c C

P c 3.11 kbar, and Z C 0.292. In view of the lack of data, the differencesc c

are probably not significant.

Figures 5.1 - 5.3 show curves of constant energy for aluminum, titanium,

and beryllium, respectively. The ý-n P vs -n 0 plots best show the details

of the liquid-vapor mixed phase and the vapor phase where the pressures and

densities are relatively low.

The high pressure, high density region for aluminum is shown in Figure 5.4.

On this plot the liquid-vapor mixed phase is completely lost. In addition
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Metal Aluminum Titanium

Critical Parameters:

Temperature (OK) 8000 11600 8000

Density (gm/cc) 0.5569 0.9580 0.3964

Pressure (kbar) 4.161 5.846 8.857

Compressibility Factor (Z ) 0.3071 0.3071 0.3067

Internal Energy (cal/gm) 3016 2802 8899

Slope of V.P. Curve (0) 3.775 4.068 3.745

Parameter 3 5.626 5.626 5.638

7ero Pr.ssure Parameters:

Solid Density (gm/cc) 2.537 4.251 1.732

Liquid Density (gm/cc) 2.380 3.974 1.619

-15 -109Vapor Density (gm/cc) 2.124 x 10 5.682 x 10 7.079 x 109

Solid Energy (cal/gm) 212.6 279.5 878.3

Liquid Energy (cal/gm) 307.0 356.9 1189

Vapor Energy (cal/gm) 2994 2451 9032
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to curves of constant energy, calculated adiabats are also shown. At the

nign pressures, considerable PdV work is done and hence there is a marked

chanue in internml oww elng an ndicbat.

Figure 5.5 shows adiabats for aluminum which cut down through the liquid-

vapor mixed phase region. At these low pressures there is little distinction

between adiabats and curves of constant energy. Provided tile formulation

is reasonably correct, there are marked breaks in the curves when vaporiza-

tion Legins.

Figure 5.6 is another plot of the adiabats of Figure 5.4 where the internal

energy is shown as a function of density. It more clearly indicates the

effect of vaporization in an adiabatic process. Although the calculations

at very low densities were not made, it is expected that energy recovery

proceeds down to the liquid internal energy.

It should be noted that the pressures of Figure 5.4, for a given energy,

are about a factor of two higher than those obtained in Ref. 2. This is

illustrated in Figure 5.7 which gives the pressure at normal density as a

function of internal energy. Also shown is the normal density pressure

obtained from the solid equation of state. This is the pressure that most

older versions of PUFF would predict for normal density aluminum. The dif-

ference is due to the empirical treatments of the so-called liquid phase

and, at present, there seems to be no data to support or refute either

formulation.

The equation of state program as written is not an efficient program for

determining curves of constant energy since it starts from "scratch"
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for each pair of values of the volume and energy. If one wished to repre-
..n •he equh cnf -t.Ie in tabular fmr..., -- 4.2 Re. 2 2* n.d.t.. ....

Lram for obtainin; these tables should be prepared.-

The adiabats were calculated according to the difference equation connect-

ing points I and 2,

P 2 +PI1
E - E + (V2 - V1 ) - 0 (5.1)

where the !rative process was written into the main program.

All calculations were made on the Aeronutronic Time-Sharing System which

utilizes the GE 420 as the main-site computer. A rough estimate of the

average time involved to obtain one pressure for a given volume and energy

is 0.25 sec. The accuracy imposed on iterations in the subroutine was 10"- .
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SECTION 6

SUMMARY

In sunzimary, two main objectives of the present investigation have been

achieved:

1) An analytical model of an equation of state, with phase changes,

for pure metals has been developed.

2) An equation of state subroutine which yields the pressure for a

given specific volume and energy has been written.

In developing the equation of state model, the effects of dissociation and

the possibility of sublimation have been neglected. Hence, at best, it can

only apply for pure materials which normally melt and whose vapor consists

of atomic species. The lack of data for high temperatures and pressures

necessitated many assumptions in order to complete the model and in most

cases, plausibility is their only justification.

The data required to determine certain parameters appearing in the formula-

tion are essentially no different from those which have been used in the
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past. Now, however, they are used to describe, in a reasonable fashion,

the phase changes from solid to liquid and liquid to vapor.

The only metals considered to date have been aluminum, titanium and beryl-

lium. While no difficulties arose for these metals there is no assurance

that there isn't some material which will tax the proposed model. A few

preliminary calculations for a new material are helpful to check for

"reasonability."

Both the equation of state model and the computer subroutine evolved over

a period of time. As a result, the program isn't as "clean" as it could

be. The main effort was to obtain a workable subroutine and, hence, many

of the iterative procedures can undoubtedly be improved.

The numerical results of Section 5 illustrate the type of informaticn that

one can obtain with this program. It is noted, however, that the program,

as written, gives the pressure for a given volume and energy with no use

being made of any prior information concerning the location of the previous

point in the phase plane. Therefore, it is quite inefficient, e.g., for

obtaining curves of constant energy.
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APPENDIX A

CRITICAL POINT MEASUREMENTS USING INERTIAL CONFINEMENT

Above about 20000C no equation of state measurements in the liquid vapor

region have been made using conventional techniques because of the lack of

suitable refractory containers and instrumentation. The critical tempera-

ture of many metals is well above this conventional technique limit. How-

ever, it appears feasible to make measurements at these higher temperatures

and pressures by use of inertial confinement for times of the order of

microseconds. A number of requirements must be met if this approach is to

succeed, the principal one being a means of uniformly heating the test

material in a time short compared to the inertial confinement time. There

.e a number of ways in which this might be done.

With such a means of rapidly heating a confined material of less than normal

density, the material may be driven almost instantaneously to a pressure above

the critical pressure. The material will then expand, compressing the walls

containing it. This expansion will be adiabatic if energy losses can be

A-1
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neglected, so the pressure-density history will follow an adiabat, similar

to one of those shown for aluminum in Figure 5.6. The pressure history may

be observed, and from it the density history determined. The discontinuity

... .i...• iftiiese observed adiabats at the liquid-vapor saturation envelope

serve to locate the envelope, and from it the critical point can be found.

Specifically, a method by which the liquid-vapor region equation of state

data may be obtained, utilizing inertial confinement, involves the follow-

ing steps:

(1) Confine a thin sheet of the material to be investigated between

two solid plates of material of sufficient size to make the

geometry effectively one dimensional.

(2) Very rapidly heat the confined material uniformly throughout its

volume to generate the required pressure.

(3) Minimize container wall heating to reduce background pressures,

and to allow use of known cold properties of wall material.

(4) Measure or otherwise determine the specific thermal energy de-

livered initially to the test material.

(5) Observe the stress wave transmitted to the container wall utiliz-

ing a suitable fast response pressure transducer.

(6) Deduce the pressure and density history of the test material

using the known dynamic equation of state of the wall material.

(7) Determine the thermal history of the test material from the known

A-2
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initial specific energy and the approximately adiabatic expansion

(corrected for small energy losses).

(a) LOCace dhe liquid-vapor satura'tion envelope as breaks in the

pressure-density traces (adiabats) observed.

(9) Determine the critical point by varying initial conditions to

trace out the complete saturation envelope.

Of particular int;,_ .••. Lhe present timc is criti;.al-rcgion data on metals,

which have estimated critLcal pressures up to about 10 Kb, and critical

temperatures up to about 10,0000C (e.g., Figures 5.1 to 5.3). The critical

densities are less than half of the solid density. To attain these pressure

and temperature levels, the almost instantaneous specific energy deposited

throughout the volume of material must reach levels of 3000 cal/gm or more.

Two methods of heating materials this much, this fast are certain to work.

The first is by the use of radiation from a nuclear explosion, and the

second is by the use of a Q-switched laser pulse, suitably focused down.

The specific energy levels may also be attained by dumping a capacitor

(pulsed power) bank and heating the material electrically by use of electron

beam pulses, and by use of very high velocity, very thin flyer plates.

Container walls must be of the order of a few millimeters thick to guarantee

inertial confinement (i.e., no reflected relief stress wave from outside)

for one microsecond. In one-dimensional geometry, the minimum diameter of

the heated area must be of the order of a centimeter to avoid edge effects

at the center for one microsecond. Also required is a pressure transducer
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which can measure many kilobar pressures over a small point only. The laser

interferometer transducer recently developed at Sandia17 has this capability.

Others, such as manganan wire transducers may also be adaptable to meet this

requirement.

The specific energy deposited may either be calculated from a knowledge of

the amount of energy input corrected for losses, or be measured directly

by some form of calorimetry or spectroscopy. It is important that the energy

L, uniformly introduced through the volume of the material, as well as ac-

curately known or measured. For penetrating nuclear radiation no great pro-

blem is expected, but for lasers this requirement may prove difficult. Un-

iformity of energy deposition in either case may be enhanced by using pow-

dered target material to utilize statistical shine-through and multiple

scattering.

To make quantitative estimates of feasibility, a particular experiment was

considered using lasers to heat aluminum. The pressure transducer chocn

was a laser interferometer, and the energy delivered was determined from a

knowledge of the input pulse magnitude and energy retention efficiency.

The test material mass is limited by the amount of energy available in a

single pulse of a pulsed laser. A typical Q-switched ruby laser can gene-

rate a pulse about 50 nanoseconds long, having an energy of about 1 joule,

or 1/4 calorie. This limits the mass of material which may be heated to

3000 cal/gm levels to about 0.1 milligram. For a given desired initial

density, this in turn limits the test material volume.

The dimensions of the test volume is determined by the interplay of three
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factors. The diameter limits the confinement time before edge effects be-

gin. Th..e ini-- mhIecl- Ui Lt•L ur pressure drop due to

L compression of the chamber walls,. Together, the diamater and thickness

are pinned to the test volume limit.

Considering these factors simultaneously gave the following values for a

1 gm/cc aluminum target material between fused quartz chamber walls:

-4
Thickness: 9 x 10 cm (- 0.4 mils)

Diameter: 0.4 cm

Confinement time: 300 nanoseconds

To fix these values, it was required that in the confinement time the

volume of the test chamber no more than double.

For these conditions, the pressure pulse profile generited in the fused

quartz chamber walls is easily within the measuring capability of a laser

velocity transducer. The radiation and conduction losses during the con-

finement time are of the order of 5 percent, and thus the expansion is

nearly adiabatic.

The major problem which must be solved if a laser pulse is used to do the

heating is to assure uniform heating of the test material. This appears

to be possible in the direction of the laser beam by using powdered aluminum

particles of appropriate size (of the order of microns). Based on turbid
18

medium theory, target absorptions approaching 50 percent are possible even

for highly reflecting particles because of multiple scattering, and at the

same time the distribution in depth is kept reasonably uniform.
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The use of a pulsed laser to obtain valuable equation-of-state data near

the critical poirt appears feasible. This technique may be traded-off

against other approaches to find the most promising one. Obtaining equa-

tion-of-state data by one of the inertial confinement approaches will make

possible location of critical points for metals and reframtoiy materials,

and clarify the form of their equations of state in the liquid and liquid-

vapor regions.
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APPENDIX B

RELATION BETWEEN STRESS AND PRESSURE

In general, the value of Poisson's ratio v for a solid is different from

1/2 and hence, in an idealized one-dimensional propagation problem, the

stresses normal to and parallel to the direction of propagation are dif-

ferent. This is not the case for liquids and vapors where v = 1/2. Since

the material motion is governed by the gradient of the stress in the direction

of propagation, it is desirable to obtain a relation between this stress and

the so-called hydrostatic pressure used throughout the equation of state

formulation.

The theory of thermal stress analysis, in the limit of small strains, is

well known19,20 and, for a strain - only in one direction, the stresses

parallel (c) and normal (Cn) to this direction are

i= 3 - v - K a T, (B.la)

= 3v K • - K a T. (B.lb)
n l+V v
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The.. ..U.a .-.... _ - a ha4ng nnaitiv in tension has been used.

.. qoantitiea appeaing are Poisson's ratio V, the bulk modulus

K, and the volume coefficient of thermal expansion k v When v - 1/2, theV

coefficients of the strain are both equal ta I and there is no difference

in the stresses.

The pressure is now defined by

c + 20 V-V

= K ' + K Ce T - K 0 + K rd T. (B.2)3 v V v
0

The thermal expansion term of this expression is associated with the inter-

nal energy term of Eq. (3.35) and hence,

K • T 4 C07)E. (B.3)
V

Eliminating the strain between Eqs. (B.la) and B.2) and making the sub-

stitution of Eq. (B3.3) yields

1+" l 2l-V v G ?)E(B.4)

where C is still positive in tension. For v = 1/2, a - P, as it should.

Eq. (B.4) is suggested as the proper relation between the pressure of the

equation of state formulation and the stress which determines material

motions whenever this difference is taken nto account.
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APPENDIX C

EQUATION OF STATE SUBROUTINE LISTING

Section 4 summarizes the equations incorporated inte the equation of state

subroutine, enumerates the calculations necessary to determine certain

parameters and to define boundaries in the phase plane, and indicates a

possible checking procedure. It also lists the required input data with

units which must be made available to the program.

Following is a listing of the program which determines the pressure in kbar

for a given volume in cc/gm and energy in cal/gm. The program is written

in Fortran IV for a time-share system. It may be easily adapted to Fortran

IV for other computers.
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I o()C EQUATI7!J OF M~TE7SUS.RiUTINE, P(VE)
10 11 FUNCTION P(V,E)
1012J cill11*10,114 ý,i DO CK C I ,D I VIU , TMK 9ýSM,HLM,ýWlp USrM, EDLf, T7:K hL. , PV:
10,30 TV!1mwkN C 96,,S G, iN
1040 REAL INITtK09K I tKZLatMU
10150 FPCIIU) MU*IIU*(D+S*MU) ___

1070 FFP(IIU) (D+D+3.*SiMlU)*tiU
1043 -orP( ETA) G
109 IF(INITD III,130, Ill
1,100C INITIAL ONCE-C.NLY CALCULATIONS
1110 900 ACC IE-

I M A 1 .9ý7?
1130 R,7 .0J920597

1 160 1 FSO HSMI*IE31WT
1170 7PS0 ESO
lTplo TF:1.
1190 Ru'JO 0
12103 1T .
1910 A\slc3IN !IJ51 Tv Jso)

F220 'GO T~ 0 90
13A0 3051vs0 VS
I Z4U L)SO :1./Vs
1250 Gkl TO 3
12530 2F o 1 s
1270 ET D 5 /D0
1-280 MU ETA-1,
1290 T (S o+(11)~(T)____ __

1300 2 1s
1310 3 ELo: :-,+ 1 E3 (HLM-HSI) /W!

l3zo 4 DLO 53*S

1350 5 PLU )~ t
13 6,3 6 VL 'j = I.1,2L
1371) TMl T'IV/TCK

I TI: : 1 F K/TC-'•
1.5 ( L
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14ED tTC Ucyci

1470 I R = '-e +( A I + 3 1 / +l5*X I J 9 B1)

1490 7v 41 1
1500) RL~ I I/> )(.7+.1.~/C

1510 BI 3.

1530 82 B 1+1S-LH)2

1640 EPSI Z C*R1*TCK/W'T
ý65 1P2 TK (VkI) /W T

164SO EO :113*HVB-C V*T3K) /WT
1670 T --TM

1690 GO TO~ 9000
1700 9051r1: O+LOE
17:10 EVO E\J+EI-Eo _________________

1720 PV3 Pv
17.30 Uvo ,,C*RVI
1740 VVO 1./Dvo___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _______

17.60 EC E0+EFSS-ZPg1*~(0+K1+K1-x2)
17.10 DLTEU ELO-ESO _____________ ___________

17;7,0 EE z S~D.,E
1750 DLTV0 VL0-VS0
I-103 .r)E;V ')ITEO /ý'JL V3 ___________________

1920 EES rVO*DEDJV
-18so EET =E(IVO*EES/ESG __________________

V340 CDV= CF.ýDLTVJ
19,50 CrC:UCI /")l)*.$) /27

IC J1 ]3 -HS -/lWI C T M Y-~~ _________

IS70 C, O=CLIý.'T

Iv.) TCa:CL0+'c5 SL

1911 DC T L LfC0 Tt*
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1950 I2*a

1970 :1 1T I

2010 112IF(V-VL0fl30,134tJ39
2020 130 Ge TO 4000 _______________________

2030 4051 IF(V-VS)150,153,131
?040 13 1 1 FCF(- E .L)) 132,W,132,34
20 50 132 Ft.AYj =_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2060 -- -v~iA-X-E- FMAXiVLO+ (I . FMAX) *vso
2070 IF(VMAXE-V)9R4,934, 133
2080 9S P = 0.
2Jl9o GO' TV 999S
'2100 133 G 0 TV 4500

Zl20 134 so To 5000
2130 5051 IF(V-VLM)133,160,135
2140 135 IF(E-EC) 136, 137t 13F8
Z150. 13G GO? T? S50C)
21r0 5551 GCC T;' 170
2170 137 VJLE VIC

2190 GO TP 170
0013302 TO 6000

2?0 o5051 TC 170
22210 169 IF(E-ELO)I32,132,140
:.-30 140 IF(VJ-VC)141,144,146
7240 141 Go To 6500
225 $551 IF(E-ELE3)1429180,134
-2,"0 142 GO Te 7000
.2270 7051 GO' TOl 130
>21 70 144 EL5 EC

2.310 IFCE-E.C)I42,180,1I30
-2a20 146 IFCV-VV0)147.I19J,190
2330 147 Gý T( 7500

2353C --NU V PhASE LOCATII~N___
2360C SOLID PH'ASE P(V,E)
2370 150 ETA 'JO/V
2330 M1U ETA -I. __

1) C*MLI+FFG1lU)+G3(-'-TA)wE
E4DJ GV' TC' 99DS
?410C .3VLI-)-LJQtI) Iu IXED PHASE PCV,[C)
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2*30 GO~ TO ý998

30-5 R'0 rl= I. /VLN1-- _____

24160 R;3: 3 */VLi3

F 24;ýQ m ZV:hPFJ-L) (1-
> 4:)0 1-Z I /V-?2

'R Z F'-~1-l )-~ iN M C?7 I -Z 3 P L rb
T540 TPYF~i ,174, 172

2550 171 F=0
2560 GO. TO 174
::5 7 31 17 i~F )74,17'i,17Z

7~3j173 F:1,

T650 174 P:EXF.FAL0G(Pl)+(1.-F)*iALP2)
2610 GO TV 9!*1
!3ta0c I.. IQ u1)- VA P~ CH XEL) PHIASE P(V, E)

23 U 1FU p P(;z-(PV-FVOc)
2rG4U ýv T:' )DV

266J 190 RV CV
2670 ASSIGN 'ý55I TO J95

26~0 G~TO 5500
D ~J 3551 P =PC*PGi

2703 17;', T (ý 939 9

2 71.0 C Ul VEN ESO-eEl FIND VS(L)
21730, 4000 Y21 =E- EBS
-2'4U . TF:(Y2+SQRT(Yp2*Y2-;y3))./Yi
2750 ETA: 1.
27rO Ep So E
2770 tA3SJ' 3N J52 T;' )

27,90 5052 GO~ TO 4051
2800C GIVEN V,E IN S-L. RECIVNI FIND T(VE)
.77 1U 4uALau E F:L - )" F

2~2O ES:Ep!;+t~f)J* VS

ZE-40 TF =(YZ+SQ T(Y'ý*Y?-3Y7
2850 45013 TFO:TF
2960 ETA:Vk'O/VS ____________________________

2 §55 H:E0.V0D(fT- )C*MU-PFFCMU)-G(G(Ef[A)*ES
2910 HPEV-CFPM)Gi(IA*E)EA-ý2EA*S
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2970C G3IVEN ELO-E: FINL VLM(E),PLM(E)

29 10 5300 Y2:E-E5l.

SOO2 EPSO E~s
30350 A SSIQMI ~3053 To, J30
3040 Go To 9300

*5~* U(U F vL: M S.(. PSE~

SO 0C IVEN El.U-2ECt ID:TF BE

3090 5503 TL TM

3170 CT 5501 1 (l+L)2

.31CO 5503 TL T
3170 GCTe 5501

3200 5505 VL!3 VC/ARL
3110 PLD Ci(PV-PVU)

323JC GIVE-N ~CE:FIPJI VL-9 \JCoPLIE(E)
*324~0 O000 ~JL: V

3250 RV 1.___
3260 ASSIGN 8552 T0, J85
3270 Gk TO 35Q00
.32808552 PLB = C*PG ________

3 ~ 0 Vi TC 6051
3300C GIVEN VL04V..:VC: FIND ELL.( V)
3310 6501 HL : VC/V
3.520 X1 : 14)D
33530 X SQhT(Yl*X1/4,+CC)
3340 XZ (X-XI1/2.)**ROOT3____
3353 X3 :
3360 Y X2+x3
3370 T .%*
3380 ASSIGN 9053 TO J90

p 3390 GO TO 9000
,ý4oo 9053 ELB : EL ___________________

3410 GO TO 6551
34-OC GIVEN V,E IN L-V REGIVN; FIND T(V,E),PV(T)
3430 7000 P= 'dC/V
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3~44U L I

3'VQ3 IF,,J-VMAXE)7001,7Uh).7013

3513 7001 T T.T)L
3520 ASSIIN 9354 Tiv J9J _____________________

9;)~ 5 .4 - F .

357J 7032 IF(E-c7)7003,7iJO5,7004
5580 7003 TI) = _____________________

~' Cu 7034 TL - T
zl-,I 1 T1. 70-JI

3IS2) 7005 OC TO 7U51
3630C GIVEN VCcVcV~VO; FINO) EVi(J)
3S.4L 75i)0 RV V/

56661 Y -IYU4RJMiv
Y3:(/2= J- I )-h* F~~..v _____ _________

6680 T:1.
SOO PV EXP(A2*C.1.-1,/T)+A1*ALOG(T))
3700 7501 PVT PV
7710 T
3721 ?3 XI*T+X2.+X,3/1

_____76 ___0 PVP F* (A2 /T+A I ) /T
5740 POP X.3/TT

S'no T:TO+(PG-PV) /(PVP-PGP)
3760 PV : EXP(A2*(I.1.,/T)+AlrnALPG(T))

7,770 1 (A.3Sv PVDPVT) /M -A CT) 75022,750 1
!)7 8 0 75 3 2 EV 'Jý,x -P i (KO 2 * l l -2 IV T *.
6 79J G," T7 7551
S3~00C GIlVEN 00S0EPM0 FIND VSCZ-PSO)
3810 8000 P9:EUV0UM(T7-1.)
3890 9001 ETAO ETA

3 1ý 0 JU 7-C -I.
35'40 X - 'U F('!I Y (EA F.;

sqno ETA !:,~i+S-X)/KP
3870 IF(AaS( (;-TA-ETAO)/ETA)-ACC)9002,gQ02,8OJ1
3980 3002 V.S :VO/ET A

3S9) l. TC'.~O '5 J3
3%;kýJC CIV-'J( VL* 1:1 V.ý; PHASE FIN. JV,:
3!;i 1~~ :) '1+7~ 0Kwi X__________________I________

39,41 K FP3 *V:'l,- )*RV

3190 ( lShl (NL. (* 4*F322 2*S
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3, 51 ~ 44 ftt )-.+'V +44 1 4V J

El. LV-EPS1*PV*( I ,R'q-l./HL)*(A2'/I+AI-1.)

X~ (I T7ZC-
4050 A KO+K1/T

40(10 AP K2o,(T-I./T)
7j075 --R V FV/XI

loq 9501 H'I H1

4110 POP
4120& -C2,*A+3.*AP*RVI )*RVI___

4150 9> 5 J c V jP'-TFP t (Cu?~ T Xi4VT h
-41-6 GCrrU7
4170 9999 RETURN
41:80 END -
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